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VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH

HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames, Oxon Tenants: Zizzi’s Restaurant

Offices:The Aktuel Group, 19b

Chancellors Estate Agents

Shops: Phase 8,White Garden, Chancellors 

Street and House name: The Old White Hart 

Recorders: OBR members

19B, 21, 23 Hart Street OBR Report 57 (b): 

also 17 and 19, individual shops report by Ruth Gibson 

Date: October 2008

Listing grade and entry text:  Gd II*

For the full List description see Dept. for Culture Media & Sport Schedule dated 21.1.1998. The 

whole group is listed as late 15
th

or first half of the 16
th

century with some earlier remnants such 

as the cellar of c. 1300 under Nos.21/23, with 18
th

19
th

and 20
th

additions. No. 19b is listed for 

the first time.

(Also see our earlier detailed report on 19b, a two-bay building and part of the western range). 

The south front dates to the 1930s, when it was remodelled for Brakspear’s.

Known History: The earliest documentary evidence goes back to a Court Roll of 1428/9 where 

it is mentioned as a tenement in the High Street called ‘Le Harte’ ( A. Cottingham, p 244, ‘The 

Hostelries of Henley’.)   In the 18
th

century it was Henley’s main coaching inn, with up to 18 

coaches stopping there on most days, including the Royal Mail, calling there on their way to 

London, Gloucester, Stroud, Cheltenham, Faringdon, Holyhead, Shrewsbury, Oxford, Windsor, 

Reading,  Worcester ( ibid) . It was owned by W.H.Brakspear and Joseph Benwell in 1826 when 

there was stabling for 33 horses, open stabling for 40 horses and a double coach house, 2 

granaries, hay and straw house, lofts and spacious yards. There was a house adjoining with 

detached spacious bakehouse (this house is probably now No. 19 – two small shops with living 

accommodation above – which still preserves at its rear the remnants of a building with several 

low, brick arched openings. A photograph of c. 1900 shows a single storey building with a tall 

chimney on the site, possibly the former bake house.

No. 17 No. 19 21-23  Hart Street 
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Map ref., date of 1
st

map, type of plot; The First Henley OS Map of 1878 shows the location

on the north side of Hart Street very much as it is today on a burgage plot measuring some 75 

feet in width and some 290 feet in depth, which represents the width of three average medieval 

burgage plots of 1 � perches or 24 �  feet each . At the Hart Street frontage the plot is occupied 

by three different premises, i.e. two shops at No.19 and one at No. 17. The former inn occupies 

Nos 21/23 Hart Street, which includes the carriage arch, and then widens out behind the shops

across the three burgage plots up to the Catherine Wheel carriageway entrance on the west side. 

Carriageway looking south, with the Doorway with 4-centre arch and carved

jetty of the rear lodging range just visible spandrels, a typical ‘Tudor’ feature,

at the top left hand corner located in the north cross range

The courtyard is bounded by the continuous brick walls of ranges on three sides. There are two 

archways; one gives access from the street, the other goes through to the second yard at the 

northern end of the plot, which no longer has the buildings shown on the 1878 map in it. The 

street frontages have all been renewed and no original walling material is visible.   

Type and use of the buildings

The east range is occupied by Zizzi, an Italian restaurant, after it ceased to be a PH in 1996, 

closed by Brakspear’s, its owners from 1826 to July 2008. It is not known at present weather the 
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shops fronting the street were once part of the inn, or whether the inn expanded its yard 

accommodation behind them in the 1530s, encroaching on their burgage plots.

No.19b is a self contained two-bay, c 8,40 m long, two storey, jettied building, most of which is 

occupied by The Aktuel Translation Group. It forms part of the west range of the former 

courtyard inn of the OLD WHITE HART. The next part of the west range consists of a single 

storey building with attic, formerly used as a stable and very likely the replacement of part of the 

lodging range. There is a further 8.75m long, two storey, jettied  building, which turns the corner 

and then forms the north cross range. All these buildings have been converted into offices, 

tenanted by Chancellors, Estate Agents, who also occupy the Hart Street premises at No. 17.

We can now be certain that the mainly brick built lodging ranges, surrounding the courtyard on 

three sides with their probably once continuous, first floor corridors, were constructed in c.1530 

(see:  Dan Miles and Martin Bridge dendro results) during one building campaign and clearly 

represent an important expansion of the inn. They would have provided some 20-22 chambers of 

an average width of 3.30m, with service rooms and stabling below. There may have been more 

accommodation in the rear yard as the 1878 OS map shows adjoining buildings and the ragged

bricks at both relevant north corners shows that the brick walls once continued.(See pictures P.7)

Plan form and construction: The Inn consists of a narrow street frontage of 7.50 m, part of 

which is occupied by the large carriage arch. This is the earliest part of the building as it 

contains a chalk lined, rib vaulted cellar, which is estimated to date to c. 1300 by English 

Heritage. The inn was built gable end onto the street, under two parallel roofs, and was 9,50 m 

deep. The front was altered in the early 20
th

century, with a new roof running parallel to the 

street and raised dormers taking the place of most of the earlier construction. However, the roof 

space does retain a mutilated crown post bay above the carriage archway, the timbers of which 

show sings of smoke blackening as well as red ochre paint. Only one crown post with one brace, 

a collar purlin and several pairs of coupled rafters and collars is identifiable, but there is 

evidence from another crown post in the form of a deep and long (c.1 m, not measured) brace 

slot in the soffit of the collar purlin, beyond which it has been cut off. This suggests that a

former crown post with two braces was located in the centre of the two bays, which were built 

gable end onto the street.

Medieval crown post in loft      Chalk rib in vaulted front cellar 

above carriage arch
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The insertion of a large stack (c. 2.50m by 1.50m, irregular shape, measurements taken from 

architect’s drawings) of which no original details or materials are visible, and staircase behind,  

but of 19
th

cent date now, would have made it possible to chamber over of the hall and create the 

carriage way at the same time. This wide entrance clearly could not have existed before in its 

present form below the open hall roof, but there may have been a narrower cross passage with 

the service area occupying the space of the present No. 19. The insertion of the new ceiling was 

clearly one single operation, as the axial beam in the front (south) room runs through into the 

passageway ceiling, where the chamfer ends with a step stop. There is still a side door into the 

shop at No. 19 from this entrance way and some evidence of timber framing remains at g.f. 

level. It has not been possible to investigate the timbers of its steeply pitched roof. 

Behind this front range runs the east lodging range. It still retains physical evidence of five of 

the bedrooms, accessed through doors set in the timber partition which separated them from the 

jettied corridor on the courtyard side. There is also a small, bay, projecting into the courtyard, 

said to have been a garderobe (no internal evidence of construction or use remains) or was it the 

landing of an external staircase?. 

Timber stud partition between former individual chambers and gallery in the east range 

The truss construction, visible in the attic above as well as evidence from the trusses of 19b in 

the west range indicates that the corridor had a roof from the start, but may have been open sided 

like that of the Bull at Dorchester or with a long row of unglazed windows like that of the ‘Long 

Gallery’ at Abingdon Abbey. 

Queen strut truss in east range 2 sets of rafters in west range, the upper

with additional rafter for gallery roof  ones extend over the gallery. There are no

just visible in left hand side of picture nail holes for tile battens on lower rafters.
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The brick lodging ranges continue on both sides of the yard, with a further original wagon 

entrance to the rear yard within the north cross range. The brick work of the west range ends at 

the rear timber corner post of No. 17 Hart Street, clearly visible from ‘The Catherine Wheel’ 

archway entrance. 

One doorway with a ‘Tudor’ arch with sunk spandrels remains in the north range, the only 

surviving opening, which appears to be original and certainly fits the 1530 date. There are no 

signs of other original doors or stairs, but evidence would have been lost, especially through the 

rebuilding of part of the west range as a lower, stable building, which would also have 

interrupted the continuous external gallery, clearly shown in the disturbed brickwork in the north 

wall of 19b.

Stabling had very probably been provided originally on the ground floors below the lodging 

ranges. There is plain physical evidence of such a stable use in what is now a large dining room 

in the east range. Here all ceiling joists are exposed and one cannot help noticing the difference 

between the poor condition of the ceiling joists, transverse and axial beams, inside the building 

and that on the outside, where the well preserved joists still provide the jetty for the first floor 

gallery and clearly retain their original shape. The joist, laid on edge, measure from 9 to 12 cm 

width by c 20 cm depth. The larger transverse beams measure c 25 by 25 cm with the end 

tapering to a mere 12  by 12 cm. This is an unusually early use of placing the joists vertically; 

the very pronounced taper of the beams too is a first for Henley. Dendro samples dating to 1530

have been taken from these joist and  their supporting beams from all three ranges.

Corroded ceiling beams in g. floor east range Exterior view of the same vertical 

ceiling beams supported by the 

2” ‘Tudor’  brick work

The internal timbers show the effect of ammonia corrosion, due to stabling horses in the 

building over a long period whilst the external timbers, well ventilated, remain in excellent 

condition. 
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The outer walls of the ranges are brick built with the exception of part of the upper floor of the 

eastern lodging range, which has timber framing at first floor level, with rendered infill panels. 

The gables and court yard walls are also brick built, but the latter only up to ceiling joist height. 

There they support the transverse beams and joists which project and form jetties of different 

depth. On the east side the jetty is 1 m deep, whilst on the west and north sides it averages only 

half a metre. 

Courtyard looking south. East range with deep jetty and projecting garderobe on the left, 

two bays of west range ( 19b), former open hall and low stable replacement building on the 

right. NB later brick work used to close off the gallery wall on the north side of 19b.  

Jetty joists with large, 

tapered transverse beam at 

the corner of No. 19b

adjoining the single storey, 

former stable building. 

Had this tapering a purpose 

such as reducing the depth 

of the beams to the same 

level as the joists so that 

they would not interfere 

with passing traffic from 

horses and wagons? 
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East range elevation, showing partial West range gable with some diaper work .

timber framing at 1
st

floor level.

Both have ragged corners due to the demolition of adjoining ranges to the north.

Only two bays of the western range (now 19b) had no lodgings at first floor level, as they were 

intended to be used as an open hall with an ornate central truss with long arch braces, hollow 

chamfer moulding, carved corbel and a large brick fire place in the south gable wall. 

Nevertheless the external, jettied gallery was part of the original construction, clearly an 

important element in connecting the different parts of the building at first floor level, making it 

necessary to construct the jetty not with the usual projecting floor joists, as there was no upper 

floor, but from short beams, supported by the brick wall and tenoned into a large restrainer 

beam, which in turn rests on the brickwork of the two gables. There is also evidence that this  

range continued and that its southern end, which might have connected it with the back of 

No.17, has been demolished. The external brick wall, seen from the Catherine Wheel yard 

clearly continues through, although much rebuilt at its upper levels. (Also see separate report No

57(a) on 19b ) 

The original brickwork consists of narrow ‘Tudor’ bricks circa 2” thick, with variations from 

1 7/8” to 2 1/8”, laid in English bond with c �” lime mortar joints with coarse sand and small 

pebble inclusions. The walls are c. 1’5” thick (0.41  - 0.44 measured in various locations) .There 

is some diaper work utilizing burnt headers, best seen in the west wall.

Beam on the left into which jetty joists are tenoned, painted black on the outside only. The

joists are supported in the middle by the original, low brick wall. Seen at the entrance to 

No.19b, the former two-bay, open hall.
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Tudor brickwork, laid in English bond with thick lime mortar joints with diaper 

pattern of burnt headers in the northernmost gable of the west range

The external brick built west wall of 

the former inn can be seen well along 

its whole length from the adjoining 

Catherine Wheel premises. 

The hand made narrow ‘Tudor’ bricks 

are laid in regular English bond and 

continue along the entire length of the 

former lodging ranges. The same type 

of brickwork was also used for the east 

and north ranges, which enclose the 

courtyard.

One can just see part of one of the two 

long windows (the further one is now 

blocked) high up on the outside wall, 

which originally lit the two-bay hall, 

now 19b Hart Street .
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Carved balls as a pendant of the corbelled Hollow chamfer moulding in eastern post

post, where it is set into the western brick and tie beam, pt. of long arch brace just

wall. Empty brace slot above. visible

The central section of the west range appears to have been partly demolished and rebuilt as a one 

storey building with hay loft over and was still used as a stable in the early 20
th

century, later the 

‘stable bar’ before the Old White Hart ceased to be a PH. The continuous 2” brickwork in the 

lower part of the west wall of this building shows that it too was part of the original 1530s brick 

ranges, which enclosed the inn yard.

CONCLUSION 

The remains of the medieval part of the building are confined to the 7.5 m wide street frontage, 

which probably had two parallel crown post roofs of two bays each extending over a depth of c. 

10 m; although there is evidence now only for part of one, located over the rear part of the 

carriage archway and for the previous existence of another crown post in the form of a long 

brace slot in the collar purlin. 

All remaining rafters, collars, purlin and braces are smoke blackened with evidence of red paint 

still visible on the timbers, which would have been brushed clean, when the attic was converted 

into a habitable space with lath & plaster ceiling creating walls for a small chamber. 

The chalk ribs and lining of the barrel vaulted cellar under the front range have been given an 

estimated date of c.1300. The crown post roof could also date from between 1300 to the mid 15
th

century ( 1325 dendro date of first floor chamber at Old Bell, Bell Street and1438 dendro date of

two-bay hall at Baltic Cottage, Friday Street), as they were common over a long period of time 

in the middle ages. 

The positive dating of a number of timbers from the west, north and east ranges which includes

jetty beams, posts and partition wall timbers, date the expansion of the inn to 1531 or just after, 

when some 20 – 22 upper chambers were constructed behind the two bays of the south-eastern 

street front and across two further burgage plots to the west, which may have been newly 

acquired at that time or may always have been in the same ownership. There is certainly a 
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relationship documented with No. 19 (A.Cottingham, p 246), for which the existing side door in 

the passageway still provides evidence.

All upper chambers were accessible from a corridor on the courtyard side, an almost standard 

arrangement and seen in other Oxfordshire locations such as at ‘The George’ in Dorchester and 

the Long Gallery at Abingdon Abbey.

Parts of the ground floor ranges were certainly used as stables, as the evidence from the badly 

decayed floor joists and ceiling beams inside the east range shows, whilst the projecting ends of 

the same joists survive in excellent condition on the outside, where they were well ventilated 

and not subject to the ammonia vapours. 

The most interesting historic information for this building has come from the brick work. Since 

the dendro dated timbers relate directly to the brick walls, by which they are supported and into 

which they have been set, we can be confident that this building campaign involved the making 

of an enormous amount of bricks locally in the 1520s and 30s, a still unusual and expensive 

material at a time when they were used for such prestigious buildings as Hampton Court in the 

hey days of Henry VIII’s reign and 50 years prior to Sir Francis Knollys, treasurer of Queen 

Elizabeth, embarking on a major brick building campaign at Greys Court. The question, as yet 

unanswered, is who was the owner at that time able to make such a major investment?

The brick work consists of c. 2” thick bricks, 4” wide and c. 8” long, laid in English bond with c. 

�”  thick mortar joints. The walls measured in several location are between 0.41m to 0.485 m 

thick (16” – 19”). They take a lot of bricks, which had to be made fairly close-by, as transport 

needs would double the costs of bricks carried for every 5 miles carried. 

The close examination of the two-bay building of the west range has shown that this small 

building was constructed as an open hall and despite its external gallery had no upper chambers, 

the gallery would have served mainly as a link corridor. The hall truss with its decorative, 

hollow chamfer arch braces, carved corbels and windows set high into the outside, west wall are 

evidence of its use as an open hall, clearly designed to impress. The large brick arch measuring 

some 4 m across by 1.55 m to the top of its pointed brick work in the south gable wall is all that 

remains of a very large fire place in the hall.

Was this hall built as a replacement for the medieval hall of the front range, when this had to 

make way for the carriage way and first floor rooms above? 

� Ken Hume, drawn for the OBR
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Open halls were still in use and being built long after their original purpose, that of creating a 

central hearth around which the household revolved, had gone. This is the conclusion Roger 

Leech comes to in his article in VAG Volume 31, ‘The Symbolic Hall: Historical Context & 

Merchant Culture in the Early Modern City’. Custom, prestige and symbolism all seemed to 

have played their part in perpetuating the existence of such large rooms even when they no 

longer had central, open hearths. 

Mid 17
th

century probate material of Henley certainly still confirms the existence of many halls. 

The inventory of inn holder John Dolton, taken in 1683 (which has been traced to the ‘The Bear’ 

in Bell Street) records a hall with tables, chairs and a fire place, but nothing else in it. The 

comfortable items of furniture such as leather chairs, a court cupboard, as well as five musical 

instruments and a gaming board were now found in ‘Ye Parlour’.

The ‘Tudor’ brick construction of the fire place arch indicates that this was part of the 1530s 

building campaign and may once have been very deep, enough to accommodate ovens or 

further flues for another fire place, may be that of a kitchen, where there is now only a yard 

behind No. 17. The bulging south gable as well as the tumbled brickwork seen from the 

Catherine Wheel entrance to the west in what is now just a tall garden wall suggests the 

possibility of some former structure there.

Interestingly there is also a tall, four flue stack between Nos. 17 and 19, which now serves only 

one Victorian F.P. in the flat above the ‘White Garden’ flower shop at No 19, all other openings 

having been blocked, their previous uses remain a mystery. Was this the ’front kitchen’ 

mentioned in a deed of 1727? ( A.Cottingham, p. 248) 

Both Dan Miles and Avis Lloyd have independently suggested that the hall trusses and rafters

may not be in their primary context. Since their hollow chamfer mouldings, wide arch braces, 

carved corbel and the scarf joint all point to a mid 15
th

century date, a re-use of an existing 

timber roof for the trusses is possible. Unfortunately these timbers have not given a dendro date. 

� Ruth Gibson, BA IHBC, 
October 2008, amended Nov. 2009

Large four-flue stack between Nos 17   

and 19 Hart Street, built from narrow         

‘Tudor’ bricks


